HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Dominica is the most mountainous island in the Antilles chain and one of the largest, some 30 miles
South of Guadeloupe and a similar distance North of Martinique. The island is some 29 miles long and
16 miles wide, a total area of 290 sq miles. The volcanic soil is fertile but readily eroded by the heavy
rains; some 2-300 inches of rain a year on the Atlantic side and 70-90 on the Caribbean side.
At the end of the War of the Austrian Succession the Treaty of Aachen (1748) declared Dominica, along
with Grenada, St Vincent & Tobago to be neutral; but when war with France resumed in 1756 (the Seven
Years War) Dominica was captured by Britain in 1759 and at the First Treaty of Paris (1763) these four
islands became British Possessions.
In 1771 Dominica became an independent colony with, from 1775, its own House of Representatives.
When France declared war on Britain in 1778 in support of the continental American colonies battle for
independence, Dominica was captured by them almost immediately, but restored to Britain at the Second
Treaty of Paris (1783), following Admiral Rodney’s decisive victory at the Battle of the Saints, which
the French know as the Battle of Dominica.
France’s own revolution of 1789 overthrew the monarchy and led to the French Revolutionary Wars of
1792 to 1802, ended by the Treaty of Amiens, but war broke out again, the Napoleonic Wars only months
later and which were only concluded in 1814 though Napoleons’s escape from Elba leading to Waterloo,
gave 100 days of further conflict. The Congress of Vienna (1815) finally ushered in an era of peace.
During this time there was considerable disruption to the packet service and merchant shipping generally
and the islands were always under threat; Dominica was invaded by the French in 1805 but they withdrew
on payment of a ransom after causing considerable destruction.
The abolition of the slave trade, followed by emancipation in 1834 had a considerable effect on the
economies of most of the islands, though Dominica was less dependent on sugar than most. Despite being
a Windward Island geographically, Dominica was incorporated into the Leeward Islands Colony in 1871,
along with the British islands to the North; though continued to have a House of Representatives. All the
Leeward Island Presidencies were admitted to the UPU on 1 July 1879. Each island continued to issue its
own stamps until 31 October 1890 when the issues of individual islands were made obsolete and the
Victorian De La Rue keyplate stamps were introduced. This reduced the cost of stamp production but led
to a loss of revenue from philatelic sales and so the islands were permitted to recommence their own
issues from 1903 and these were used alongside Federal issues.
Politically Dominica left the Leeward Islands at the end of 1939, despite the outbreak of World War II,
where her situation between the islands of Guadeloupe and Martinique was of significance between the
fall of France and the4 end of the Vichy regime. After the war universal adult suffarage was introduced
in 1951 and in 1958 Dominica, with the other British Windward Island colonies, of Grenada, St Lucia
and St Vincent joined the short lived British West Indies Federation which collapsed after the withdrawl
of Trinidad & Tobago and Jamaica. Thereafter a different route to independence was followed by
Associated Statehood in 1967 and full Independence in 1978 when the island became the Commonwealth
of Dominica and no longer recognised the Queen as head of state.
This display shows many aspects of Dominica’s philately from the earliest days of British possession
until independence.

PHILATELIC HISTORY
This is the first display devoted solely to the island of Dominica, though material has appeared in several
displays over the years in particular for the Diamond Jubilee of the British West Indies Study Circle
(BWISC) in November 2014 and in September 2005 Dominica was included in the material displayed
from the Royal Philatelic Collection.
Stephen Sugarman’s fine collection of Dominica won the Silver Mail Coach at Stampex but was then
sold in 1994, not before forming the source for many of the illustrations in Victor Toeg’s book ‘Dominica:
Postal History, Stamps and Postal Stationery to 1935 Volume 1’. Published by the BWISC in 1994 and
based on the work of its founder, Philip Saunders who died before the manuscript was completed.
The display today gives an opportunity to show much of this material and illustrate it in colour in this
booklet. The display also covers the very interesting George VI period that would perhaps have made the
basis for a Volume 2, though no evidence of a manuscript survives. For this period a number of new
discoveries are shown in today’s display.
Toeg (p. 215-6) provides a list of Auction sales with significant Dominica material and this list is added
to below:
Auctioneer
Christie’s Robson Lowe
Sotheby’s, London
Spink, London
Spink, London
Spink, London
Spink, London
Victoria Stamp Co, New York
Spink, London
Stanley Gibbons
Spink, London
Victoria Stamp Co, New York

Date
8 March 1994
17 February 2005
4 October 2006
15 October 2007
9 July 2008
11 November 2013
6 December 2014
11 December 2014
30 November 2015
24 January 2017
19 May 2017

Dominica
Lots
252
61
52
124
25
84
320
71
44
24
154

Owner
S Sugarman
Sir Gawaine Baillee
P Jaffe
H Wood
C Freeland
Lord Vestey
D Pitts
R West

Other reference works referred to in the display include:
Britnor: The History of the Sailing Packets
Burrows: British Empire Civil Censorship Devices, World War II, Section 6 British West Indies
Horry: Encyclopaedia of British West Indies Postmarks: KGVI
Horry: Encyclopaedia of British West Indies Postmarks: QEII
Kenton & Parsons: Early Routings of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
Oliver: Leeward Islands: Notes for Philatelists
Proud: The Postal History of the Leeward Islands
Rego: Steamship Lines to the Caribbean (3 volumes)
In addition information has been taken from numerous articles, including those by the displayer in the
British West Indies Study Circle Bulletin and the British Caribbean Philatelic Study Group Journal. In
particular the article by West in the BWISC of December 2006.
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Frames 1-3
Early Postal History
The Historical Introduction provides the background to understanding the early postal history of
Dominica. The earliest letter following formal British possession is shown as are three letters from the
Anstruther correspondence between Charles Anstruther and his brother Sir Robert Anstruther MP.
Charles, as a younger son, had followed the call for colonists, but the conditions were too harsh and he
died of fever, in Dominica. These are all ship letters; the packet service of the time had started with only
three vessels providing only an unreliable bi-monthly service and although this was increased to six
vessels later, it had to include the southern continental American ports.
French support for the Rebels in the American War of Independence included the capture of Dominica
and a scarce letter from that period (1778-83) is shown below:

This entire was written from Roseau on 13 January 1779 by M Fargen, who had been appointed
second in command in Dominica four days earlier. Here he writes to his uncle the Comte de
Visieu, who was commander of marines in Normandy, the letter was sent via Holland.

After the restoration of peace it was realised that fortnightly packet service was necessary, both called at
Barbados. The first packet of the month (the Jamaica packet) then went to Jamaica, whilst the second
packet of the month (the Leewards packet) sailed north calling at Dominica. A further improvement came
in 1787 when a brig was employed to carry mail for the Leeward brought out on the Jamaica packet.

Hand stamped marks of origin were re-introduced to Dominica at this time. Four copies of the two line
DOMI/NICA are recorded used between 1790 and 1795; the earliest is shown below:

April 1790 letter to London at the packet rate of 1s 6d, forwarded to Old Sarum for an additional 10d.
Four copies of the single line DOMINICA hand stamp are also recorded used in 1797 or 1798.

1798 outer to London rated 1s 8d, comprising the packet rate of 1s (reduced from 1s 6d the previous
year) and 8d inland postage from Falmouth (ex Urwick).

In 1798 an insurance fraud in Martinique, then in British occupation, led to the prompt introduction of
dated handstamps in an MMM DD YY format, and three of the five recorded from Dominica are shown:

3 December 1799 outer to Edinburgh, it reached London on 19 January and Edinburgh on 23
January 1800, at the packet rate of 2s 2d; carried on the Aukland packet.
The following year the date stamp had to be modified to MMM DD YYYY

27 March 1803, double rate packet letter to London at 3s 8d, arrived 10 May 1803, passage of 44 days.

In 1805 a new ‘Fleuron’ style of date stamp was sent to most islands, no use in that year is
recorded for Dominica, possibly due to the French attack and burning of the Post Office:

4 August 1806 duplicate letter, not sent until 2 September, from John Laing at Melville Hall to
General Melville in London, datestamped 2 November 1806 on arrival.
In 1764 General Melville was appointed the first Governor of Dominica and the other newly acquired
islands. He acquired a substantial estate on the island and the correspondence from his factor to three
generations of his family, either to London or the family seat in Fife, make up much of the surviving 19th
Century postal history. Today Melville Hall is the site of the island’s airport.
By late 1813 the fleurons are undated though remained in use on packet letters until 1832. Approximately
30 are known for the dated period and twice that in the undated period. Several examples are shown
including two with differing inspector’s crowns, two wheel tax markings and an unusual 1815 entire that
seems to be a letter withdrawn from the packet service and entrusted to a navy ship during the ‘100 days’.

15 November 1813 entire to Edinburgh initially at packet rate of 2s 5d with fine undated fleuron,
Inspector’s Crown denotes doubling of rate to 4s 9d and additional ½d for Scottish Wheel Tax.

A new ‘trolley wheel’ date stamp, with gothic script, was sent out in 1832and in 1838 James McQueen’s
plans for a steam packet service coincided with a period of major postal reform. UK Inland charges were
abolished on 1 January 1840 and the packet rate was reduced to 1s. Prepayment of mail became possible
and Crowned Circle Paid handstamps were sent out. Only four are recorded in the period to 1858 when
prepayment became compulsory.
On 1 April 1858 the GPO London took over responsibility for the packet office and stamps of Great
Britain were used to prepay the mail. This only lasted until 1 May 1860 when control, and the cost, passed
back to the colony.

The instructions to postmasters required that 1d, 4d and 6d stamps were stocked. 2d and 1s stamp are also
recorded as used in Dominica and are identified by the A07 ‘killer’ cancel that was sent out with them.
One page in the display shows two letters of the 28 July 1859, one prepaid with a 6d stamp cancelled
A07 and one prepaid by use of the Crowned Circle Paid at Dominica.

Over half the uses recorded on cover are a single 6d on envelopes to Percy Dove in Liverpool, including
this 28 January 1859 cover, many covers from the correspondence have his name and that of the Royal
Insurance Company, for which he was manager of the Americas business, inked out.

On reversion to Colonial authority some islands initiated stamp production but in Dominica this did not
happen until 1874; consequently there is a long period of use of the Crowned Circle handstamp between
1860 and 1870, approximately 70 such covers survive, mainly for the Melville correspondence.

26 February 1866 entire to New York, 4d to St Thomas prepaid. Dominica double are datestamp
on reverse as is a St Thomas datestamp of 1 March. Carried there by the Derwent, the manuscript
4 – 1 indicates 1 due to Dominica. Carried by Cunard via Bermuda to Halifax and then by the
Allan line to Boston, 5c British Open Mail rate applied, Boston Br Pkt 5 of 29 March.
From 1870 until 1873 a single ring PAID date stamp with a control letter ‘A’ was used, all covers
recorded are from the Melville correspondence, the cover below is the earliest recorded.

12 May 1870 entire from Mr McIntyre to Mount Melville, rated 11 and 1, the 1d due to Dominica, note
the Dominica Paid in single circle datestamp in red.

Frames 4-7
Queen Victoria
In November 1873 Dominica requested the Crown Agents to procure ‘a good supply’ of 1d, 6d and 1s
stamps of the Queen’s head design. Keen to promote the ‘keyplate’ concept, De La Rue took a transfer
from the original Colonial Queen’s head design, as used for St Christopher engraving ‘Dominica’ and
‘Postage’ in the frame oval with blank value tablet. Stamps were available from 4 May 1874, perf 12½.
The display includes the master die proof

De La Rue were keen to use the stamps to promote their work. Stamps and blocks overprinted
‘CANCELLED’ were produced, with and without value tablet.

First printings on paper watermarked Crown CC and perforated 12½. Blocks and covers are scarce.

2 January 1875 packet letter to Fife, one of three recorded.

Stamps were produced in sheets of 60 and by 1876 De La Rue had replaced the line perforating head of
their in-house machine to one that gauges perf. 14; which gave a much greater ease of separating stamps.
They purchased a Napier comb perf. 14 machine in 1878 and in 1880 acquired the 5 Somerset House
machines so bringing all perforation work in-house.
Line-perf. 14 – Marginal blocks of six of 1d and 1s:

Bisects of the 1d are known on covers to France where 2½d postage to France had to be added to the
packet rate of 1s to England, rebated by 1d as local delivery in England was not required – thus 1s 1½d.

Two 6d green and two 1d lilac (one bisected) stamps paying the postage to Bordeaux, November 1877.

Dominica was admitted to the UPU on 1 July 1879 and this reduced the packet rate to 4d, ½d and 2½d
stamps were also needed for postcards (1½d) and small commercial papers.
Imperf plate proofs and ones overprinted SPECIMEN in Samuel types D8 (illustrated) and D11 were
made.

Marginal 4d copies should be found perforate between stamp and edge, but an example without is
shown.

Right marginal pair showing CO in margin

Right marginal imperf. stamp

The 4d is a common stamp as a used single but mint multiples are extremely rare and below is the only
double rate cover recorded.

10 September 1882 double rate envelope to William Withnall in Liverpool.

In 1882/83 stamp shortages developed and bisects were authorised. These were produced by folding
sheets of 1d stamps vertically and then cutting them into columns of bisects separated by a row of
perforations. Three methods of overprinting ½d were tried:

½

1

HALFPENNY

2
A number of covers and large pieces are shown including the cover below which shows the first
recorded use of the boxed TOO LATE hand stamp sent from London on 23 February 1882.

10 August 1883 envelope to St Kitts where postage of 4½d has been paid, which
would be sufficient for the registered rate. Possibly this was the service for which
it was ‘Too Late’ as postage was 2 ½ d and registration 2d. The arrival date stamp
of 11 August suggests it reached its intended recipient.
A supply of 30,000 each of the ½d, 1d and 2½d, printed on watermark crown CA paper was invoiced on
22 May 1883. Curiously no copies dated prior to late 1884, 1d not before 1886, are recorded and it may
well be that this new supply was kept back until the provisionals had been sold. Dated copies are scarce
as most bear the A07 killer.

11 Dec 1884

6 Feb 1886

17 Oct 1885

In September 1883 a new colour scheme, consistent with UPU requirements, was approved to come into
use when new stamps were required. This was not until mid-1886 when a shortage of ½d and 1d stamps
led to a need for stocks of the 6d and 1s to be overprinted ‘Half Penny’ and ‘One Penny’ respectively.
In doing so one or two sheets of the 6d were overprinted One Penny in error – the most famous stamp of
Dominica. A rule bar was used to strike out the value tablet and for the top row the bar was inverted
leading to ‘thick’ striking out; this was noticed and the bar turned round so the remaining rows are found
with a ‘thin’ bar. Curiously all six of the ‘thick’ bar stamps survive as they were put on a cover to an
Essex stamp dealer, along with four ‘thin’ bar.

An example of each from the famous cover.
These overprints gave rise to a number of minor varieties and a number are included in the display as is
the only surviving sheet of these stamps, which enables constant varieties to be positioned.
Shifts in printing can be quite spectacular and a scarce double surcharge is included.

The new colour scheme was only gradually introduced and only 6,000 6d orange and 1,200 1s purple
were printed on CA paper, before Dominica stamps were withdrawn at the end of October 1890 to be
replaced by stamps of the Leeward Islands. Although mint blocks can be found as remainders were sold
to the trade, used multiples are scarce and one of three used blocks of the 6d is shown along with the only
1s used multiple, a pair.

Frames 8-12
Roseau from the Sea
By 1901 the loss of revenue from philatelic sales was one of the factors that led to re-consideration of
policy by the Leewards Government and the individual presidencies were asked to submit an image
suitable for stamp production. This they did jointly and requisition 68 of 1901 to De La Rue encompasses
not just the design for Dominica, but also Antigua, Montserrat and St Kitts-Nevis.

Dominica Original Die – 11 March 1902

Uncleared master design proof -20 January 1903

For Dominica the De La Rue artist used aspects from a picture painted by Lieutenant Caddy. By late 1901
deigns for the four Presidencies had been made. For Antigua, Dominica and Montserrat receipt size
stamps were chosen, these designs did not include an image of the new King, but a common design for a
5s stamp based on the King’s Head was developed. St Kitts-Nevis required two designs, one to reflect
each island for ‘postage’ size stamps.

Frame and vignette die proofs – March 1903
The stamps were to be produced in a two stage process, central vignette to be constant and surrounded
by a frame incorporating the name of the colony and the denomination. Die proofs were struck in March
1902 but the necessary primary legislation – ‘The Leeward Islands Stamp Act’ did not pass until mid1902. The Act permitted the Governor by an Order in Council to direct that special stamps may be used
within each Presidency. This Order was only made on 20 June 1903 by which time De La Rue had
produced all the required Die Proofs and Colour trials. The stamps were sent in August 1903.

The display contains a significant proportion of the archive material relating to this issue including full
sets of the Before and After hardening frame Die Proofs, the Lead sheet instructing sheets of 60 to be
prepared, colour trials and the reconstruction of the Appendix A Colour Scheme shown below:

The design remained in use until 1922 across a variety of papers.
Roseau from the Sea printings summary:
1/2d 1d
1903 1&2
1
1904
3
2
1905
3
1906 4&5
4
1
1
1908
1
1
1909
2
2
1910
3
1911
4
1912
3
5
1913
1914 4&5 6&7
1915
6
8
1916
7
9
1917
8
10
1918
9
1919
1920
11
1921
1
1
1922

1 1/2d
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
1

2d
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
4
5

2 1/2d
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
4
5
6&7
8

3d
1
2
3
3
1
2
1
2
3
4
5&6
7

6
7

6d
1
2
X
1

1s
1

1&2

9
10

1

1

3
4
5

6
1&2

5s
1

1

1
2

1&2
3

8
8
1&2
3

2s 6d
1

2
3
1

1
2

2s
1

4
5
6

1
2
1

1
1&2

3
4

Key
= Crown CC
= Crown CC, chalk surface paper
= Multiple Crown CA, chalk surface paper
= Multiple Crown CA, new colours, chalk surface paper
= Multiple Script CA, chalk surface paper

The display treatment takes each value sequentially and shows the development of the printing through
the watermarks, paper surfacing and colour changes.
From 1908 De La Rue seemed to conduct trial printings, presumably printing one entire sheet, which
was not perforated and retaining a block of six for their archives and destroying the rest. These were
sold by Robson Lowe and some cut up, the surviving blocks of four are shown.

3d purple on yellow imperf block of four, cut down from the six shown in Toeg (p.108).

War Tax of ½d on all letters was introduced in 1916 to defray the islands contribution to the Imperial
war effort. Printings were made by De La Rue in London and then in Dominica using the same forme

De La Rue mock up of the overprint design, as approved by Sir William Mercer.
Further London printings were made and in, late 1918, War Tax was extended to small parcels
increasing the inclusive rate from 2½d to 3d and 3d stamps were also overprinted War Tax.
Finally it was desired to have an inclusive stamp for ordinary letters and so the 2½d was printed in
orange and overprinted 1½d to avoid the cost of a new duty plate. Various overprint varieties are
shown.
The final printings of ‘Roseau from the Sea’ were printed on Multiple Script CA paper and, in 1921,
money was found for a new Duty Die. The initial design was not approved and had to be redrawn.

The unapproved frame design
War Tax was not abolished until 1 February 1922.

The approved frame design

The 5s was the only value to portray King Edward VII and to spread the costs, Antigua, Dominica and
Montserrat adopted a common design.

Master Die Proof with uncleared surrounds and blank value tablet.

Vignette Die Proof

Frame Die Proof

Colour trials
When George V came to the throne in 1911 the only change required was to the King’s Head for the 5s.

Frames 13-17
Twin Medallions
In 1922 the Leeward Islands Government authorised another special issue by the individual
Presidencies but this time it was stipulated that the King’s Head was to be included in the design. For
Dominica elements of the Colonial Seal were selected to be used as the design for the left hand of two
medallions set in a frame, the Kings head facing left to be used for the right hand medallion.

The approved design, which formed the frontispiece for Stephen Sugarman’s 1994 sale.

The Embossed Die Proof of the colonial seal from the De La Rue archives

The stamps continued to be receipt size, despite recommendations from De La Rue of the lower cost of
production of postage size stamps which could be printed at 120 to the sheet rather than 60.
This design also involves a two stage production process and the display includes a significant
proportion of the available proof material.

1d frame and vignette Die Proofs struck 24 November 1922.
Below the only recorded Die Proof of the whole design:

The 1d frame was used for the production of perforate colour trials in the issued colours and these are
shown for 12 of the 15 values. Below those for the 2½d and £1.

For the issues of this period De La Rue struck a set of registration proofs and, though not mentioned by
Toeg or Sugarman, are found for contemporary issues of St Kitts and Grenada amongst others.

Registration proofs for the 4d and 1s.

The display looks first at the individual values, their usages and some flaws and then examines particular
flaws. Here is a table of the printings by year:
All on Multiple Script CA paper, bar
= MCA wmk

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

½d
1

1d
1
2

2
3

= colour change

1½d
1

2&3
4

2d
1
2

2½d
1

2

3d
1
2

4d
1

6d
1

3

2

2

3

1s
1

2s
1

2s6d 3s
1
1

2

4s
1

5s
1

£1
1

2

2

4
5

4
5
6

6
7&8
9

7
8&9
10

5
6
7

8&9
10

3

4

4

3
4

3

The nature of the production process meant that the head plate was used for all the printings of all values,
whilst the frame plate was only used for printings of the individual values; giving rise to differences in
wear.
Roger West’s research on the flaws was first published in the British West Indies Study Circle Bulletin
of December 2006. Frame flaws can be found in frame 15

Frame flaw on ½d, row 9 column 1

Frame flaw on the 1d, row 6 column 4

Four of the frame flaws identified have been found on the ½d. Flaws on the 1d, 2d, 2½d and 3s are
shown in the display.

Frames 16 and 17 focus on vignette flaws. Those that can be found on Specimen stamps are highly likely
to have been there from the outset. These are some of the more prominent flaws:
In row 4 stamp 4 a tiny nick in the right hand oval between 4 and 5 o’clock has been found on Specimen
stamps and below this flaw is shown on 13 of the 15 values.

Row 4 Position 4
Another readily visible flaw that has been found on most values occurs in row 5 position 3where there
is a white patch in the King’s beard, shown on 11 values.

Row 5 Position 3
An inverted ‘T’ in the King’s hair has been found on row 8 position 1 and in the display is shown on
Specimen stamps for 8 values.

Row 8 Position 1

Vignette flaws have been identified on 23 of the 60 sheet positions and generally there are sufficient
positional blocks to position a flaw once found. The vignette was used for all 21 printings and over time
other flaws developed. The 1½d colour changed to red-brown in 1933 and this page illustrates three of
the late flaws that can be found.
On row 9 position 3 a white patch at the tip of the King’s ear has been found on five values, including
the 2d and 4d, but a scratch that breaks three lines of shading has only been found on the 1933 colour
changes and the ½d.

Row 9 Position 3
Row 10 position 5 shows a white flaw to the right of the King’s ear. So far only found on the 1d and
1½d, suggesting it developed in 1937, and should be found on the last printings of the ½d.

Row 10 Position 5
Two small flaws in the vignette oval developed in the last printings of row 12 position 2, there is a
white flaw at 5 0’clock on the left hand oval and a tiny chip in the right hand oval at 8 o’clock.

Row 12 Position 2

Frame 18
Silver Jubilee & Coronation
The first commemorative issues for Dominica were the Omnibus issues for the Silver Jubilee of King
George V in 1935 and the Coronation of George VI in 1937.
De La Rue produced the Silver Jubilee stamps for Dominica.
Pairs, perforated Specimen:

The display shows a number of catalogued and uncatalogued varieties on the four values of the set.
The Coronation issue was produced by Bradbury Wilkinson:

26 February 1938 envelope to Belgium at the overseas rate from the Atlantic village of Rosalie, back
stamped at Grand Bay and Delices on 27 February and Roseau 2 March before onward transmission to
Belgium, showing something of the difficulties sending mail on the island in the pre-war era.

Frames 19-20
King George VI
Four subjects (Freshwater Lake, Picking Limes, Boiling Lake and Layou River) were chosen for the
definitive issue for the new King:

The essays produced by Waterlow & Sons were approved by Henry Stansfield of the Crown Agents.

The display also includes the rejected essays produced by De La Rue, the placing of the portrait of the
King looking right on the left hand side of the design attracted particular criticism.
De La Rue’s rejected designs.

Freshwater Lake

Picking Limes

Boiling Lake

Layou River
The display shows the maintenance of quality across the various printings, despite wartime strictures.
Potter & Shelton listed the Waterlow printings of Dominica, but not the quantities produced for each
printing, which are given here for the first time (slightly simplified):
Value

Nov
1938

Nov
1942

Feb
1944

Sept
1945

Nov
1946

Jul
1947

Feb
1948

Oct
1949

Feb
1951

½d
1d
1½d
2d
2½d
3d
3½d
6d
7d
1s
2s
2s 6d
5s
10s

252,000
228,000
228,000
192,000
216,000
126,000
120,000
87,000
66,000
42,000
-

300,000
300,000
180,000
-

380,000
200,040
160,000
120,000
120,000
30,000
120,000
20,000
15,000
-

150,000
120,000
100,000
165,000
80,040
48,000
-

330,000
150,000
39,000
36,000
-

400,000
180,000
90,000
36,000

75,000
102,000
60,000
-

120,000
75,000
129,000
126,000
72,000
72,000
66,000
21,000
18,000

120,000
30,000
-

Frames 21-22
Censorship
Postal censorship was introduced shortly after War broke out on 4 September 1939, the earliest markings
recorded to date are from November 1939. Evidence of censorship could be indicated by a “Passed by
Censor” handstamp or by use of a label to reseal the correspondence when opened, or both.
A rare octagonal censor mark can be found on unsealed mail:

This 11 December 1943 envelope is 18 months earlier than previously published and is at the ¾d
printed paper rate from the Surbrooks, a Missionary couple, to New York.
The importance of censorship increased when, with the fall of France in June 1940, Guadeloupe and
Martinique became Vichy. Refugees fled, hoping to join De Gaulle, not all of whom were legitimate; a
risk until August 1943 at the end of the Vichy regime by when there were some 5,000 refugees in Roseau
alone.

Dominica was the only West Indies territory to use PC22 labels and the two examples of the L1a label
in the display are from 1940 and extend the earliest known dates for these labels by a year.
Dominica was allocated the RR code for censorship purposes. The L2 label has EXAMINER RR/
format and the example below shows the hitherto unrecorded deletion of 2 for 52 as the censors
number.

30 October 1943 envelope to Maine, postage 1s 2d by air mail.
The L3 generic PC 90 label was introduced in October 1943 when the Imperial Censor Service took
over responsibility. The display adds five more censor numbers to the 13 listed by Burrows (2010).

21 September 1944 late use of label by censor 21 on airmail envelope to Quebec.

The L4 label is a modified Antiguan one, shown used below in January 1945.

5 January 1945 use on letter to Leeds by airmail at 2s 6½d.
The final type of label is the L5 which has the examiners number printed on it, not just the RR. Four
such examiner numbers have been reported, below is a fifth;

1 May 1945 airmail envelope to Worcester, 2s 6½d, censored by Examiner RR19.

Frame 23
Later George VI Issues
The George VI commemoratives comprise the omnibus issues for Victory (1946), the Silver wedding of
the King & Queen (1948) and 75th Anniversary of UPU (1949). This last was the first denominated in
BWI dollars, though bank notes were not available until 1950 and coins not until 1955, though, as the
postal notice shows, accounting was changed to the new currency from 1 January 1948.

The last issue requiring Specimen overprints was the Victory one, shown here in strips of three.
In 1951 there were two BWI commemorative issues, the opening of the BWI University and the adoption
of new constitutions in the Windward Islands. Decimal definitive were required from mid-1951 as the
new currency came into effect and new designs based on economic plants were used.

Lime Plantation

Picking Oranges
Two of the new designs in plate blocks.

Frames 24-25
King George VI Postal Rates
The reign of George VI is particularly fascinating including the following key changes:
15 August 1938: King George VI stamps available.
31 December 1939: Dominica leaves the Leeward Islands.
15 February 1940: War time surcharge introduced, remains in force until 1952.
1951: British West Indies Dollar full in force.
October 1951: New Constitution, universal adult suffrage
There has been speculation about the wartime rates from Dominica after it left the Leeward Islands
including an article in the London Philatelist in April 2016. Last December I found the notice bringing in
a wartime surcharge in the National Archives in Kew and this is the first time it has been published:

Dominica was the only West Indies Colony to introduce such a surcharge which was estimated to raise
£330 in a full year. It was not repealed until 1952. The ¼d printed matter surcharge was the subject of
the April 2016 article and the display includes a Christmas card from 1951sent to New York at the
Decimal equivalent of this printed matter rate – ½c, so far the only recorded example of this rate.

1 December1951 envelope sending Christmas greetings to a family member, 1c printed matter rate plus
½c wartime surcharge, still in effect.
The display shows too that Leeward Island stamps were immediately invalidated on 1 January 1940.

11 January 1940 cover from Castle Bruce, postage at the correct rate of 2½d plus 3d registration, but
invalid stamps and so taxed.

Airmail rates were subject to frequent changes during this period. War broke just as a North Atlantic air
service became available as a premium alternative to air to New York, via Antigua and then ship to the
UK. After the war rates dropped steadily and frequently as volumes grew. There are a number of examples
in the display including unusual destinations – Falkland Islands and Morocco shown below:

7 February 1949 envelope to Port Stanley, which arrived there 23 February at a cost of 2s 5½d.
Probably routed via Trinidad.

Air letter form from the Government Secretary to Morocco sent 21 February 1951. Unusual dual
currency franking to make up the 11d or 22c rate.

Frames 26-27
Registration labels and handstamps
A registration service was on offer during the British GPO period in 1858 but only three covers from
outside Jamaica are recorded with GB stamps and none from Dominica. The earliest surviving
registered item from Dominica is from 1883 when an R in an oval handstamp was used.
Wynstra, writing an additional chapter for the second edition of Oliver’s Leeward Islands Notes for
Philatelists has created the first listing of those labels used at GPO to 1939. The collection includes over
150 registered covers enabling clarification and extension of Wynstra’s listing, and illustrates, for the
first time, the registration system as applied to village mail.
Timeline:
1902 – Rubber handstamp, number handwritten
1913 – Pre-numbered printed labels, produced in sheets
1935 – Pre-numbered printed labels produced in rolls
The system with rubber handstamps and handwritten number certainly extended to Portsmouth, in other
villages the number was simply hand written but with a suffix probably denoting the reuse of a sequence.

This cover from Portsmouth to Myerscough in London gives a new earliest known date for these rubber
handstamps. Posted 24 March 1902 at the 1d Imperial rate plus 2d registration fee.

Portsmouth received printed registration labels in 1930 in the form where Dominica is above the village
name. By 1935 the labels were produced in strips not sheets and the village name is above Dominica.
These labels can also be found used at Grand Bay and Marigot.

A very scarce used front of a Leewards PSRE send from Grand Bay to Chicago in June 1939 and showing
the Grand Bay registration label.
After the war 11 larger villages received a boxed registration hand stamp in which the number was
inscribed by hand.

12 December 1946 registered envelope to Roger Wells from Soufriere, correctly ranked with Victory
stamps at a time their usage was required. Many of the surviving covers are those sent to postmark
collectors, but without their efforts none may have survived.

In 1951 a further six village post offices were added to the system and were issued with a lozenge shaped
handstamp, Dominica now abbreviated to D/ca.

24 December 1951 Wells cover sent registered from Calibishie.
Further extension seems to have occurred but with rather cruder square hand stamps. The one below from
Dos D’Ane has been reunited, some 40 years later, with its certificate of posting.

29 August 1975 letter to New York sent registered from Dos D’Ane, postage 30c, registration 15c.

Frames 28
Queen Elizabeth II issues
The first definitive series of the current reign went on sale on 1 October 1954 and simply replaced the
monarch’s portrait. New designs and values were added in 1957. The display shows these and the
subsequent definitive series issued in 1963 along with the overprinted series of 1967 when Dominica
achieved Associated Statehood under the West Indies Act 1967. The definitive series of 1969, 1975 and
1981 are shown.

The 1969 set features a ‘D’ for Dominica frame design. The $1.20 value shown here features the islands
then new airport, the runway is still not able to handle large aircraft.
All commemorative issues until Associated Statehood were omnibus, the first being the Coronation.

After Associated Statehood Dominica issued an increasing number of commemorative issues and after
Independence on 3 November 1978, the renamed Commonwealth of Dominica had joined a number of
other Caribbean islands in issuing an absolute plethora of issues with very little connection to the island.
The 1968 National Day issue was created by overprinting definitive stamps with the inevitable errors,
some of which have catalogue status.

Overprint inverted on 3 cents

Double overprint on 2 cents

Frames 29
Queen Elizabeth II rates
On her accession on 6 February 1952 the wartime surcharge was still in force and was not repealed until
30 September 1952, the original postal notice is included. However the notice of abolition also included
an increase in the foreign air mail rate!

19 May 1953 envelope to Philadelphia at the new rate of 26 cents, equivalent to 1s 1d.
The registration fee remained unchanged at 6 cents, as were inland rates. To the UK the rate was still 35
cents, equivalent to 1s 5½d.

8 November 1952 envelope to Edinburgh, postage 35 cents.

Effective from 1 January 1954 there was another increase in rates shown in the second notice of the
period in the display. The local rate doubled to 4 cents, though the registration fee stayed at 6 cents.
The airmail rates to the US and the UK both increased by 1 cent.

11 December 1954 airmail envelope to London, postage 36 cents, QEII stamps now available.
Some more exotic rates are also shown, including South Africa, whilst still part of the Empire scheme.

25 June 1958 airmail envelope to Cape Town, postage 84 cents.

Frames 30-31
Four Colour Printing
Printing techniques continued to develop and some offered significant cost savings. Format International
Security Printers Ltd, of London developed a four colour printing process and won a considerable amount
of work from the Crown Agents, including the production of the 1975 definitive issue for Dominica.

Cyan

Magenta

All four colours

Yellow

Black

‘The Format Process’ involved using photographic film in a graphic arts camera to take a colour image
which is separated into four different colour values. The four resulting colour images are transferred to
printing plates and printed with the coloured inks cyan (blue), magenta (red), yellow and black (the ‘k’
in cmyk as the process is also known). These are then combined to produce the original colour image.
In the display are many of the plate proofs and plate blocks that were sold by the liquidator when Format
got into financial trouble in the 1980’s. Questa were located in adjacent premises and had a number of
senior personnel in common.
Format also produced a number of commemorative issues for Dominica starting with the World Scout
Jamboree issue of 1971.

Frame 32
Miscellaneous Markings
This frame looks at a variety of miscellaneous markings applied to Official and other mail.
One early handstamp giving the free frank privilege to internal mail is shown below. Alongside the ‘POST
OFFICE’ hand stamp of St Joseph is a boxed ‘GOVERNMENT OF DOMINICA,/FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY’.

8 November 1927 Official envelope from St Joseph to G.P.O. Roseau.
The frame also includes taxed mail and slogan cancels.

December 1970 airmail to Montreal, postage of 48c insufficient, so taxed. Dominica slogan h/stamp.

Frame 33
Postal Fiscals
De La Rue made three printings of the Queen Victoria 1d, 6d and 1s overprinted REVENUE, which were
mainly used for Revenue purposes but could also be used to pay Postage.
The display includes the only recorded Specimen examples obtained from the De La Rue archives and a
cover from October 1879 where the new 4d packet rate has been paid with 4x 1d Revenue stamps; the 1d
postage stamps were exhausted in September and the 4d stamp were not available until November.

12 October 1879 envelope to London at new UPU packet rate, introduced 1 July 1879.
The display contains a significant holding of these stamps including complete panes of the 6d and 1s, a
6d used on cover to Horsham in 1886.

4 January cover to Horsham, 4d postage, 2d registration, total 6d.
The locally produced Revenue overprint is also shown including 2 mint, 5 used and three separate covers.
It is also clear that the overprints were applied to at least one sheet of 1d stamps in rose and at least one
in carmine, both shades are shown. An interesting, if tatty, cover to St Lucia shows that these stamps
could be validly used until the end of 1896, whilst the postage stamps were invalid from October 1890.

Frames 34-35
Postal Stationery
Joining the UPU required the introduction of postal stationery. The Leeward Islands joined on 1 July
1879 and De La Rue produced a common key plate design for the six Presidencies. The 1½d rate for
postcards was significant saving on the 4d packet rate for letters.

26 February 1881 card from the first printing, sent to Bath explaining that he had muddled up two
cheques he had sent to two suppliers in the UK.
A different keyplate design was put forward in 1885 for the reply cards and in 1886 this was adopted
for both ordinary and reply cards. The original essay for the 1d card is shown below:

Handdrawn essay of Queen’s head on reply card, approved 26 November 1885.
As with the postage stamps, the Dominica postal stationery was withdrawn on 31 October 1890 and
replaced by Leeward Islands federal stationery.

In 1903 when stamps bearing the island name were again permitted, stationery was also produced and
was available alongside Federal stationery. For the postcard popularity had waned in face of competition
from picture postcards, but postal envelopes were popular in Dominica – there were 6 printings of 5,000
envelopes a time of the 1d envelope, but just one of the 2½d, shown below.

2½d postal stationery envelope sent to Holland on 25 July 1906, arrived Eindhoven 14 August.
Postcards, wrappers and reply cards were all produced in the Roseau form the Sea design.

27 February 1909 PSRE from the second printing to Meriden, Connecticut.
Only wrappers were produced in the King George V twin medallion design and no used copies are thought
to have survived.

Frames 36-37
Leeward Islands
The first of these frames looks at the Victorian period when from 31 October 1890 until June 1903 only
the Federal issues for the Leeward Islands could be used in Dominica.
The Federal issues were produced by De La Rue using the Universal Key Plate, inscribed ‘Postage &
Revenue’ as a further economy measure. Eight values were issued in 1890, the penny values were printed
in purple with shaded value tablets and the shilling values in green with solid tablets.

Imperium essay

26 July 1890 Before Hardening Die Proof for 5s

Stamps used in Dominica are usually identified from the A07 ‘killer’ cancel, but postmarked copies can
be found. The period covers a number of rate changes. The overseas postage rate was reduced to 2½d on
1 January 1891 and on 25 December 1898 the Imperial postage rate of 1d came into effect. The first frame
shows a number of rates and destinations.

4 December 1897 double rate (2x 2½d) and registered cover (2d) to a druggist in Martinque.
The Sexagenary issue is shown including covers from the short period of validity and there are blocks of
the three one penny overprints issued in 1902 whilst waiting for stamps with the new kings portrait.

Stamps in the key plate design in the Edwardian and Georgian period are more pleasingly identified from
date stamps and the frame 37 contains examples from the three reigns, including GVI where the stamps
were only valid in Dominica from November 1938 until the end of 1939.

23 February 1922 Die Proof struck for the introduction of a 5d value

King Edward VII
AP 7 04

King George V
SP 5 24

King George VI
21 AU 39

The display includes a number of large covers and insured mail, often from GPO Roseau sending stamps
to correspondents before the Crown Agents began selling stamps direct to the trade during WWI.

3 September 1915 envelope to Nova Scotia at the 1d Imperial rate, prior to the introduction of War Tax.

Frames 38-39
Leewards Postal Stationery
A range of postal stationery was needed to meet UPU requirements and from October 1890 to December
1902 only Federal Stationery was available.
Postal stationery envelopes were more popular in Dominica than the other Leeward Islands, two sizes
were available – size 8¼ and size 13 in both 1d and 2½d denominations.

Size 8¼ (5½ x 3¼ inches) 1d envelope sent 14 October 1897 to Trinidad, uprated to the overseas letter
rate of 2½d in place prior to the introduction of the Imperial Penny Post.

Size 13 (4¾ x 3¼ inches) sent from the Bishop’s House, Roseau to Bavaria on 25 August 1904.

Later use of all postal stationery declined markedly with the exception of newspaper wrappers, but few
of these were used in Dominica. There was only one printing of the KEVII 2½d envelopes in 1902, and
no further Federal envelopes were produced until 1927. Used copies are distinctly scarce.

Size 9½ (5¼ x 4¼ inches) 1½d PSE to Sydney, Australia sent 26 June 1928.
The red 1½d envelope is particularly scarce as the colour changed in 1929.

The colour change envelope used here to an artist’s suppler in London 29 December 1938.
Later envelopes were on airmail quality paper and these are shown in this frame, including envelopes
not listed by Higgins & Gage. So to are other Federal postal stationery items.

Frame 40
The Lady Boats
In 1928, after some 86 years of near continuous the Royal Mail Steam Packet service came to an end to
be replaced by the Lady Boats built by Cammel Laird in Birkenhead for the Canadian National Steamship
Co (CNS) under the terms of a 1925 trade agreement between Canada and the British West Indies.

Named after the wives of famous admirals, outwardly the five ships were very similar with gross
displacement of 8,000 tons but the Lady Rodney and Lady Somers that served the western route to
Jamaica had more cargo space and could carry only 130 passengers. The Lady Drake, Lady Hawkins and
Lady Nelson served the eastern route calling at all the BWI colonies between Bermuda and British
Guiana, including Dominica. These vessels could take 5,000 tons of cargo, 130 first class passengers, 32
second class and 100 deck passengers.

Cover to London with 27 July 1938 Trinidad paguebot marking, postage paid with Dominica 1½d.

The service ran from Halifax, Nova Scotia on alternate Fridays taking 13 days to Georgetown and
returning after a 3 day stop there, so completing the round trip in 30 days. The pursers offices had
distinctive cachets for mail posted on board.

Cover to New York with 17 Sept. 1933 Barbados paquebot markings 2½d paid with Dominica stamps.
From 1931 Boston was added to the route and the cruises were a popular escape in the prohibition era.

Envelope to London, sent via Boston June 1938, 2d postage paid with Dominica stamps.
All three vessels were torpedoed in 1942, but the Lady Nelson was in Castries harbour at the time and
could be salvaged. The service ended in the 1950’s and the Lady Nelson was sold to Egypt and scrapped
in 1965; the Lady Rodney was also sold to Egypt and scuttled in the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.

Frame 41
Maritime
This frame looks at a few other aspects of maritime mail in Dominica, including some incoming mail
and the visit of the German cruiser SMS Vineta in 1899

28 November 1900 H2 size registered envelope (image reduced) from Roseau to the ship off
Portsmouth, postage 2½d.

RMS Yare provided a coastal service between Roseau and Portsmouth in the early years of the century,
instructional inscriptions are sometimes found. No road service was available until the 1950’s.

Envelope to London conveyed by the RMS Yare and then RMS Thames via Barbados where it received
a Barbados Paquebot cancel on 19 February 1907, back stamped London 4 March.

Frame 42
Forgeries
The collector of Dominica is fortunate in that there are not too many dangerous forgeries. The frame
includes early efforts to meet a demand for some stamps from Dominica created before the island issued
stamps, which are quite colourful.

The four colours of the bogus essays produced by the Boston gang.
The most dangerous forgeries are those produced by Jean de Sperati, fortunately he only worked on the
1890 1s on crown CA watermarked paper; but he did also produce dangerous A07 cancellers.

Photograph of the negative of Sperati Die Proof, signature visible below image.
The sale of mint stamps direct to the trade in the 1920’s led to an imbalance between mint and used and
attracted the attention of Madam Joseph to rectify the shortfall.

5s and £1 twin medallion stamps both ‘cancelled’ MY 19 27 by Madam Joseph.
The frame concludes with some modern ‘Hialeah’ forgeries of this design, though very crude someone
has had fun creating varieties with inverted centres and other creations deriving from a frame and vignette.

Frame 43
GPO Roseau Postmarks
The post office in Roseau opened in 1762 and for some 120 years was the only post office on the island.
This frame looks at the date stamps used there, either inscribed simply Dominica until 1906 and then with
GPO or Roseau. The frame includes some extensions to recorded date ranges.
The illustrations on this page show the range in use in 1951.

21 March 1951 airmail to Watford, postage 1s 5½d, showing the second type of Roseau Open
Birmingham date stamp with no control *.

26 October 1951 economy envelope to Pittsburgh showing three GPO marks, the Official Paid, the single
circle GPO date stamp and the scarce ‘GENERAL POST OFFICE’/’DOMINICA BR.W.I.’ .

Frames 44-48
Village Postmarks
Dominica is divided into twelve parishes:

The first village cancels were sent out to the parish post offices in July 1900 and these were of a single
circle with the village name and an * control. The postal network developed more rapidly in the 1950’s
and 1960’s as roads were built and at its peak there were some 60 offices in Dominica, 57 of which are
shown in the display and including extensions to the earliest and latest known dates of use in a number
of instances. Horry’s two books on the BWI post marks of the reign of George VI and Queen Elizabeth
II are essential references.
Many of the village date stamps were made in Birmingham and comprise a double ring with the name of
the village inscribed at the top within the circle and the colony at the bottom, the date stamp and a control
mark appear within the centre. Three groups of such cancels are recognised:

Birmingham

Open Birmingham

New Birmingham

The display also includes the original records of the 1949 post mark survey carried out in response to a
request from the Colonial office. For Dominica, GPO Roseau asked each office to send in examples of
their current date stamp. Each office responded by sending strikes on whatever paper they had to hand
which were then mounted on stiff card and sent to London.

The village of Massacre commemorates the site of a massacre of Carib’s in 1694, the post office opened
in 1956 and the New Birmingham date stamp was still in use in the 1980’s.

The Birmingham style was phased out around 1960 and newer offices received single circle date
stamps. Two that are not illustrated in Horry are shown below:

1973 cover from King’s Hill to Radio Dominica, unlisted by either Proud or Horry and though noted by
Ashley in 1978 he did not have a copy.
Many of these village markings are scarce, fifteen or fewer recorded, and many of those that do were
either collected by known Caribbean postmark collectors or come from radio requests, either within
Dominica as above, or to Radio Antilles, based in Montserrat.

This envelope from 1986 shows a New Birmingham cancel, inscribed Gaulette River Salybia; though the
use is post-independence a Birmingham would have been produced in the 1950’s but it is unrecorded
heretofore.

Frames 49-52
Postcards
The final frames look at the early picture postcards from Dominica and give an idea of the islands
topography and verdure. Approaching the island from the air or sea the Atlantic side appears much as it
must have done to Columbus; and nowhere on the island is there a large enough area of flat ground for
modern jets.

The first cards appeared around 1902, the above is the earliest used card in the display, sent to Denmark
on 4 February 1903. The view of Soufriere was taken by Jose Anjo, son of the Portuguese consul in
Antigua who carried out three photographic expeditions around the Leeward Islands and organising the
production of postcards himself.
The early cards had undivided backs and the message had to be inscribed on the picture side. In this same
decade the renown firm of Raphael Tuck commissioned K M B Simon to photograph subjects and
produced cards in both sepia and hand tinted.

Tuck’s hand tinted card No. 2 – View of the Roseau valley.

George Pinard was one of the early pioneers who later produced cards for C G Phillip, an entrepreneur
whose family are still prominent business people in Dominica. These cards have divided backs and give
an insight to village life.

Christmas greetings for 1907 sent to Bournemouth from Pointe Michel, ½d rate for printed matter as the
message less than five words.
Another entrepreneur was J R H Bridgewater, a Druggist with an interest in constitutional reform, who
commissioned at least two series of postcards, photographer unknown.

Another view of Soufriere, c1911, form the 10 70xxxx series, printed in Germany.

Herbert Whitchurch was another, born in Southampton in 1869 he came to Dominica as manager of the
Woodford Hill Estate before becoming an entrepreneur, founding Whitchurch & Co in 1910 and opening
the ‘Hotel du Paz’ as a general store and supplying his own postcards. The building burnt down in 1961
and is now the site of the Whitchurch IGA Supercentre.

The hotel du Paz in the 1920’s.
Most of the cards were produced in Germany, including those taken by’ Masterville’ which are amongst
those seen most regularly from the early 1930’s.

A view of the Boiling Lake, showing the volcanic nature of much of the terrain.
To my knowledge no listing of the early postcards of Dominica has been published and those in the
display extend to the late 1940’s.

